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otrgeo-graphyrderiVOSTolitrsoirfkjelc.fronvits-vetifittp-kairaeletian_

of stu dyb afca mit--distinative-pro cesse s and poblem . sol v i g approa c heL nEmbdied

statement is a traditional way of looking at geographic reality which
_

answer-the question:=_Vhat h _wh ere ?" (Abler,--Adams, and Gouldi1971). Precisely,

-=--1-=4-iv_elitlllifaciti&iltwhiitikiodeoff-phenomeno are found-whisekindeittriaerrolotio_riships___ -- _1

= fski_lphenornena covary spatially? Berry (Berry, 1964) presentslailmolei___- L-_,

Mei partially structures those geographical questions. His descripliterk-

_----commences with the construction of a geographical matrix. The matrix, referrediter__ _

E

as a geographic data file, consists of on orderly, intersecting arrangement of comin- rii

(places) and rows (characteristics). Each coil contains a geographic fact or a mint-Jill-

piece of reality. The manner in which these columns and rows are viewed pravides-__O

structure for geographical perspectives. A single row of cells recording a characteriititl-,7j
=

_ at a series of places leads to a study of spatial variations and their associative map

distributions. Comparison of two or more rows conveys the study of spatial covoriations-

and associations. Column arrangements are also of two types. When a single place

(column) is compared for a series of characteristics, the arrangement is known as a

=
_location-al inventory, When two or more columns are compared, this leads to a

discussion of areal differentiation.



rac east rticutar

and distortion -seiectiv-

in order to appreciate-the selective nature of a model, a student must-corne

to recognize that selectivity distorts reality. The geographic matrix subsequent!

urnishas a rotative devise for illustrating these principles. By mcnipulating ere

data matrix does not distort "real data". however, if the matrix is to be cperaticnan ze

scatc adjustments era srauired. Scale adjustment: are obtainable by cartsideratiety

submatrix possessing a finite number of rows aril columm. The reduced scale ofl

_data- unit, whether at the scale of a household, census tract, county, or country', = I _-- _-

assumes some form of distortion

Students readily recognize the need of a submatrix to satisfactorily conitictn-

distributions at reduced topographic scales and for measuring spatial properties.

have found that from this point on, with proper presentation, a submatrix can be

with surprising sue introduce beginning students to the subtleties of 9"9 _ea



ants in a scatter diagram is cwueptuai yilmilauks a dot distributiorre

viduals in two - dimensional "geographic space." The particular di fference4n-t

arises the distinction between location in "social spa

Most beginning geography students can readily comprehend this differen _

and have seen or used scatter diagrams in other disc.:plines. What they are intro ly_' "-

unaware of is that the location of 29 data units, for example, census tracts, in a two

dimensional social space can be viewed as a 29 x 2 sub-matrix. The scatter diagra -_

also shows %hat a geographer means when he discusses apparent spatial patterns.

Consider Figures 2A and 2B. Figure 2A shows a scatter diagram of 29 census tracts_

;points) and their location relative to two characteristics, income and median education

Most students, when asked to explain the scatter diagram pattern do so by saying that-

there is apparently a relationship between income and medium education. The usal

factor, improved ability to compete in the labor market as approximately measured by

some form of relationship is evident between the independent (X) and dependent



variables. t ze about the causal re at arc i not take _--
-long to elicit severàt possibilities.

Mapping

--Most spatial enomenon are reduceoblO abstract dimensions:

points on mens OW = one-dimensional), areas mensional and volumes --- --------

(three-dffmenslonal). When these qualities are mapped, they became iconic or re-

-presentational models. A map is an analytical tool which communicates information t _

the by abstracting significant of reality. Reality is scaled andperceiver portions -
simplified to achieve greater comprehensibility. Cartographic procenes, the encoding

---and trartmitting of racemes through mapping, 3 a traditional extension of gecgraphica

nceptualization.

Two types of maps are particularly useful in furthering our understanding -o -
gographical conceptualization. These are the choropleth and Mine maps, both

classified as quantitative areal maps. Once location in geographical space is defined

by a finite data matrix, the data can be mapped using one or the other of these tech'.

---_=niques. However, an indispensable assumption of choropleth mapping is that the -
phenomena grouped by class intervals coincides with the areal unit. The isoline-map, =-

the hand, displays distributional by equal -ion other phenomena connecting points of

Independent it Is that Inter- ----5value. Class intervals are of the areal units and assumed an - s
polotive continuum exists between datum points. While it is desirable at times to re.±, _

data from this does to data because ofshape our areal to point, procedure violence our ,

--__-=±the absence of standardized collecting units. Since most data is gathered for areas tf

unequal size and shape, a data bias Is built into any given geographical problem =--
-

utilizing areal data. We compound this data bias by arbitorily nwfv:ng from anal to ---1-

--point data. While crude ad uttments con be modemn convertl data by wet hti

_1----__



ectively than

ctive Ible to whow-the interchangeo

Ante native modesrof geographical thought.

3 summarizes this step-wise transition from g

uantitetive mapping. This process implicitly shows how spatial retail-

ed to various scales of data abstraction. Every student is required to

working knowledge of this proudure and their understanding is enh-an_

several exercises.

To provide a data base for these exercises, students are referred to the

of Population and Housing (PHC-I) and instructed to obtain data for a number o

s elected census tracts. in our course, the cities of Orange and East Oran, New=
Jersey are used as case study areas because of relatively large social variations

their 29 census tracts, a total number of observations not impractical to work w tit-703_1

this introductory level. Five variables are chosen thereby yielding a 29 x 5 dataitna

Figure 3A illustrates a typical data listing. From this listing students aro instruct

prepare a number of choropleth mops (See Figure 38). To introduce the ideas o

meaningful map intervals, standard scores and central tendency measures, moon _and_

median, are discussed. These descriptive statistics assist us in clarifying three

umptions of choropleth mapping. First, local variations within census tracts are-7

=
=

z-z2-cancelled out by assuming that data distributions are equal. Second, distributioiti: ft

choropleth mopping an considered discontinuous. Few distributions in reality terminate

abrueptly at specific boundaries; rather at the interface between distributions the



-variaIra ante v a e -erne e om nen e

u r e Intervals ti sta a z al sc
-_--1

ea ro am a e n rva o e c a oma Ica a eft

erns

exercisis- n orbit co esian
_

basenate system over the map. Each census tract is located by an X crx1=-Y

ordinate thus yielding the modified 29 by 7 data matrix illustrated in Figure 30.;--
--=----

Isoline maps, beccuse they require a three -dimensional input, are fromconstructed-

29 3x submatricos of the.larger 29 x 7 modified matrix (See Figure 30. in chompletk

mapping, we can from map to data matrix, but it is impossible to thproceed reverse s

order be cause we fail to preserv_e-the shape of the areal unit. However, without und

representational difficulties, e can alternate back and forth between the isoline

the data Thoughand matrix. substantial information concerning areal units Is lbst ifs

isoline-data matrix transference, this sacrifice is more than compensated for by our

ability to choose other bases for conceptual demonstration

Because of idealization, dimensionality, and representation problem

limited in Geographicare more scope than are geographic matrices. matrices, unlike- m

maps, cancan easily be changed to achieve , Ferernt level; of abstraction. This same-

process carried out with mapping Is much slower and added detail merely increases

difficul of concise, quick Interpretation. Maps are effective tools, neverthele

assembling a cumulative picture of an area of interest. In combination with

statistics, greater freedom exists for more stringent testing and clarity-problem greater --_--
exposition.

. _



neMint

covariation Imp! es-interrelatedness
-dosses-

Since phenomenal combination:sire hen singular

teal the character of the earth surface, the manner in which these core*

t ons change is the study of covariation. Geography, as a chorological scieneci,_

molders areal content by descrlbing asvarlations among phenomena, but this leads-46 _

inexactness in determining Heistrength of association between one or more classes of
commonly occurring variables. An operational definition is therefore required

gives a more exact rule of association. This rule is derived from analytical statistiesi_-_
N

which refers to the express (X, - X) (Y, Y) the covariation of X andi
This expression provides a measure of how X and ste vary together and, If divided by

the number of observations, the covariance between X and `I 1Cdeterm nod. The sumo_

the products is positive, X is related to Y, when X and Y>Y- , or when X.Z.

and Y< Y. If Xj( and YzY, then the resulting relationship between the sum-efi
the products is negative. The variables are independent of each other whefli
the products is zero. Suspected covariant relationships con thus be submitted-to analietes

using several types of statistical tests. By simple shifts in data scales from nominal _

interval and by variations in measurement techniques, the covariation between variables

can be explored for amount and direction of charge.

Once covariant relationships are determined, the desire to reduce the complex_

of phenomena is of 'overriding importance. This devel t takes the form of o seam -for
generic relationships. It involves cctegorizatioN classification, and reg onalization-re



cedure whicht =_analogous to scalei duct

-was accomplished through the use of subjective=smpi cat

this method is open to criticism and method°,

as stricter requirements and, while the choice of techniqUilerpp

rubes of manipulation are presalbed and less alterable.

1n-our flow diagram, Figure 1, area) differentiation follows from generic

classification. The placement of this concept is more a convenience than an absolute.

Teal differentiation and covariation are merely di ffereni`ayirof viowintgeolumn

row structures in a geographic matrix. The techniques=tiseirto explain variable

variations are lust as applicable to a study of areal differentiation. Only the rnanner_

In which the data is handled and the ways In which the results are Interpreted CM

stantially different. For example, in normal computer cord listing, geographical

variables are key punched in the columns of cards. The cards ore usually codeditti=

identify the places where the variable attributes occur. It is equally feasible

card to represent a variable and for columns to represenr places.

Since each student has manipulated a relatively small data matrix (29 x

or [ea_

several map exercises, students can be introduced to simple computer procedures

little difficulty. Key punching and machine control cards are discussed in order

facilitate a student's use of a number of "canned" library programs. Specificolly,

programs, Stat I and Numerical Taxonomy, are utilized to deal with the problem

spatial variation, co-variation, and generic classification. Ching 29 x 5 data matrix-_

input, the Stat-I program computes the means, standard deviations, and eorrelatift--,_--

matrix for the five variables. Using z-scores tb define map intervals, students are



a strIbut tonro

a co-vanation.=o _,re a -fVeribbles, are nated-;
_

=corre at otrma eltoward-t ae oniinatiewo

_re ate- -Varies eroftenvi"explain"==aIrmr =a=r aspect ciffrea

e notion of a panfmonious choice. By exerninIn t

.,= students are required to reduce the number of variable! by eliMintiti

which are highly correlated with another. Having reduced the matrix fro

9 x 3 or 29 x 4, the remaining unrelated variables ore used as input to-etrs

taxonomy. The basis of this generic classification program, is that those

similar sh.uld be grouped first. Most similar is defined by the distance s- pared

two cases in "taxonomic spa Based on the pythagorean theorem, the techni

less sophisticated than factor analysiA or other clustering techniques. This not on

it easier to work with, but is also easier No present from a pedigogical viewpoint

constructing the "taxonomic tree", a student can appreciate the increasad generall

grouping, as well as the concomitant problems of empirically derived regions".

this series of exercises emphasis is placed on understanding the input and output 0

computer. For all intents and purposes, the computer is treated as a "black box-4,-

some elementary explanations of computer programming are discussed. This, as_ to
_I

found, does not distract from the purpose of explaining geograph;cal conceptualization-:_

In fact, it adds appreciably to the general tone of presentation by reinforcing theli_deias

of logic and fl

The placement of areal differentiation following generic classificationlig__

significant in that grouped categories, of data can be mapped. Maps are ideallyissi_

fur this purpose be teerefAtheifollowing reasons (Thom 1968). First, maps 04,-
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Scatter !Negro Uses

Geographic distributions immutable, Get forever acing!are never

for new methods of geographical inquiry are therefore continuous and unending.

developing for distributions,In other generalizing eshniques concise measuremont of

attention I; once again focused upon scatter diagrams. Scatter diagrams, besidd per-

- mitring us to examine the clustering of variables, also have distributional proportios

which offer additional prospects for geographical conceptualization. Among those

are the shape of the distribution, the spacing - regular or irrogular - of theproperties

points in the distribution, the mean center, and the dispersion of the distribution around

the mean center

In a recent paper prepared by the authors, a computer progrom for measuring

mean cantor and dispersion properties is discussed. The procedures, known as the

ellipse and modified soctcgram methods, are used to point out the types of questions

geographers ask relative to summarizing spatial distributions. Other summery SiT ion

disrr.cosures such as nearest neighbor map analysis and some recent work on :ha of

tributions are presently under review for Incorporation into the course.

,




